INTRODUCTION
============

The molecular and nanoscale chirality of biomolecules, surfactants, and liquid crystals, as well as hybrid materials constructed thereof, have been extensively studied and are generally well understood ([@R1]--[@R3]). The strong dichroic response of individual plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) and their assemblies guided by antibody-antigen pairing ([@R4]), DNA bridges ([@R5]), or liquid crystals ([@R6]) has resulted in a rapid increase of research on chiral inorganic nanoscale structures over the past decade ([@R4], [@R7]--[@R11]). High polarizability of metals, combined with asymmetric geometries with characteristic lengths of 10 to 1000 nm, led to markedly strong chiroptical activity with previously unknown chiral anisotropy (*g*) factors ([@R4], [@R5], [@R8]--[@R18]). Utilization of these constructs in environmental analysis ([@R4]), DNA biomarker detection ([@R5]), chiral detection ([@R10]), and chiral catalysis ([@R19]) followed.

Although significant progress has been made toward understanding the relationship between the optical activity and geometrical parameters of plasmonic nanostructures ([@R4], [@R5], [@R10], [@R12], [@R18], [@R20]--[@R23]), nanoceramics ([@R24], [@R25]), and nanocarbons ([@R26]--[@R28]), knowledge about these relationships for commonly used semiconductor nanomaterials remains cursory ([@R15], [@R29]--[@R32]). Versatility of synthetic methods and chemical, physical, and biological properties of chiral semiconductor nanomaterials ([@R9], [@R15], [@R33]) make them attractive candidates for polarization-based optical devices, catalysts, and biomedical imaging. Here, we intend to advance current understanding of the geometry-property relationship of chiral semiconductor nanomaterials, knowledge that will guide the materials design of inorganic nanostructures with application-adapted chiroptical properties.

Chiroptically active semiconductor nanomaterials can be made using self-assembly processes that are sensitive to subtle anisotropies in interparticle forces ([@R34]). With background knowledge in the preparation of cysteine-stabilized CdTe NPs and their agglomeration behavior ([@R32], [@R35]), we report that self-assembly of [l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine ([l]{.smallcaps}-Cys)-- or [d]{.smallcaps}-cysteine ([d]{.smallcaps}-Cys)--stabilized CdTe NPs yields mesoscale helices of single-handedness. This handedness depended solely on the specific Cys enantiomer: [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs assembled into right-handed helices (R-helices), whereas [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs afforded left-handed helices (L-helices). Considering that even for supramolecular structures made from perfectly monodispersed constitutive units, the homochiral yield of produced structures is not a given outcome and requires careful optimization of assembly conditions ([@R36]--[@R38]), this ability of NPs made with certain size dispersity is quite remarkable. Furthermore, these mesoscale semiconductor helices present an opportunity to establish the relationships between the geometry and chiroptical activity of semiconductors. Previous methods of preparation of nanoscale, mesoscale, and microscale helicoids from various semiconducting materials, that is, ZnO ([@R39]), ZnS ([@R40]), InP ([@R41]), InGaAs/GaAs ([@R42]), and CdS ([@R43]), yielded racemic mixtures that did not display chiroptical activity, with the exception of MoS~2~ nanofibers formed under stirring ([@R33]) and CdTe/CdS twisted ribbons formed under illumination of circularly polarized light (CPL) ([@R15]).

The CdTe helices prepared here displayed broadband visible and near-infrared (Vis-NIR) rotatory activity with anisotropy (*g*) factor approaching 0.01. An experimentally validated computational model helped in understanding the complex relationship between geometry and optical activity. A simplified heuristic model complements the computational toolbox. Both models enable comparison with other material classes, that is, metals, ceramics, and plastics, with helicity in the same scale that systematically presented their relative advantages or disadvantages and paved the way for predictive design of chiral inorganic nanostructures for telecommunications ([@R44]), deep tissue imaging ([@R45], [@R46]), and remote sensing ([@R47]).

RESULTS
=======

Self-assembly of helices
------------------------

Assembly patterns of CdTe NPs are dependent on the interplay of multiple forces. Because of reduced ionization of the carboxyl and amino groups, the attractive forces between polar NPs become stronger than repulsive electrostatic ones when the medium around NPs changes from water to methanol, enabling self-assembly with chiral asymmetry influenced by short-range interactions. Although most of the NPs in the dispersion produce stochastic aggregates (absolute yield of helices is *ca* 0.1%, section S1), a subset of Cys-stabilized CdTe NPs in methanol undergo self-assembly, forming well-defined helices. Evaluated with scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) tomography ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, A and B, and movies S1 and S2), the helices combine nanoscale, mesoscale, and microscale features: The thickness of their "wings" is below 100 nm, their diameter is \~300 nm, and their length is \~2 μm. The shape of the assembled structure is a helicoid instead of a spiral, with no intrahelical racemization.

![Structural and elemental analysis of mesoscale helices.\
STEM tomography of (**A**) R-helix and (**B**) L-helix. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (**C**) R-helix assembled from [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs and (**D**) L-helix assembled from [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs. TEM images of an R-helix at (**E**) low, (**F**) medium, and (**G**) high magnification. (**H**) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) of helix boundary. (**I**) SAED graph. (**J**) HRTEM of nanowire core (inset, FFT graph). (**K**) Bright-field STEM and (**L**) High-angle annular dark-field imaging-STEM (HAADF-STEM) imaging of R-helix. (**M**) STEM-EDX spectrum. CPS, counts per second. (**N**) HAADF-STEM image of the highlighted region from (L). (**O** to **R**) Elemental mapping of sulfur, oxygen, cadmium, and tellurium, respectively. SEM images of hierarchical assemblies of (**S**) intercrossed helices, (**T**) intertwined helices, and (**U**) dendritic twists.](1601159-F1){#F1}

Unlike other known processes of enantioselective synthesis yielding products of modest e.e., often in single percent range ([@R15], [@R35], [@R48], [@R49]), this multiparticle assembly process results in near-unity e.e. with respect to the helices. The handedness of as-formed semiconductor helices is defined by surface ligand: [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys leads to homochiral helices with left-handed geometry, whereas [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys leads to homochiral helices with right-handed geometry ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, C and D). When an achiral stabilizer such as thioglycolic acid (TGA) was used as the stabilizer for CdTe NP synthesis, assemblies formed under identical experimental conditions appeared to have no observable helicity (fig. S1).

A statistically significant number of helices (\>100) was surveyed by SEM in random regions of a drop-cast sample to determine e.e. for [l]{.smallcaps}- and [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies. The e.e. approaches 100% for both: [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs assembled into 100 L-helices and one R-helix (e.e., 98%); [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs produced 101 R-helices and no L-helix (e.e., 100%). The rare helix with "abnormal" handedness (for example, the R-helix formed within [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies) has a distinctly different morphology of the wings (fig. S2). Stochastic aggregates did not reveal any preferred handedness at the scale characteristic of SEM images.

Our helices contain a nanowire core ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that is twisted into the same direction as the wings and has a diameter of \~60 nm ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Attached to the nanowire core are crystalline grains ([Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, 1H). Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) ([Fig. 1I](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) shows ring patterns that can be indexed to CdS \[Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) card no. 75-0581\] and CdTe (JCPDS card no. 19-0193). The nanowire core shows lattice spacing of 0.40 and 0.59 nm ([Fig. 1J](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which correspond to the (100) and (001) planes of hexagonal tellurium (Te; JCPDS card no. 36-1452). Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of electron diffraction (inset, [Fig. 1J](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) displayed reflexes matching the (001), (100), and (101) facets of the Te single crystal. Elemental mapping using STEM with in situ energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectroscopy indicates that O, S, Cd, and Te elements are present throughout the helix ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, K to R). As expected, there is an excess of Te ([Fig. 1R](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) within the nanowire core compared to the rest of the helix. We attribute the presence of single-crystalline Te to the previously reported ([@R50], [@R51]) oxidation of Te^2−^ ions from CdTe.

Formation mechanism
-------------------

Previous studies indicated that vortex-like force fields at the particle interface that are associated with chiral surface ligands ([@R35]) and chiral shapes of the NPs are likely to be responsible for helicity of NP superstructures ([@R15]), which is consistent with the body of knowledge in the field of helical supramolecular chiral fibers and helical proteins or peptides ([@R36]). However, a different insight into the assembly mechanism is required to explain the near-unity e.e. that must include detailed knowledge about the stages of assembly process and thermodynamics of NP interactions. Te core consistently displayed a distinct twist ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, E, K, and L); therefore, the first question that arises is whether the twisting of the core or the preferentially left or right twist for particle attachment to each other is responsible for the formation of the helices.

To answer this question, we performed TEM analysis during the intermediate steps of helix formation. At the starting point, random aggregates with no specific geometrical shape were observed ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). At 1 hour, a short, thin nanowire (that is, 265 nm long and 14 nm wide) with some attached NPs emerged ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Lattice fringes of 0.40 and 0.59 nm ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that the assembly of the helix actually started with the formation of the Te nanowire; no twist in the nanowire was observed at this time. At 3 hours, the Te nanowire grew longer and wider (that is, 656 nm long and 23 nm wide) and a slight bend started developing ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). At 5 hours, the trend continued and the Te nanowire became 1846 nm long and 30 nm wide for the specific helix ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); the bend and tapering at the ends of the superstructure also became pronounced. At 6 hours, fully formed helices emerged; the Te core (that is, 3550 nm long and 61 nm wide) in them acquired a prominent twist ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). After this, the growth slowed down considerably; the Te nanowire at the 8-hour time point was slightly longer (that is, 4071 nm) and thicker (that is, 62 nm; [Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) than that at the previous checkpoint. This data set indicated that twisting of the core is the secondary process occurring in response to the NP attachment around it.

![Formation mechanism.\
TEM images: self-assembly of [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs at (**A**) 0 hour, (**B**) 1 hour, (**C**) 1 hour at higher magnification of the Te wire, (**D**) 3 hours, (**E**) 5 hours, (**F**) 6 hours, and (**G**) 8 hours. The yellow dashed lines in (F) and (G) represent the edges of the images that were assembled together to display the entire helix. SEM images: (**H**) [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NP assembly, (**I**) [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NP assembly, (**J**) [dl]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NP assembly, and (**K**) [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe/[l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NP assembly. The arrows point to the helices with designated handedness (L, left-handed helix; R, right-handed helix).](1601159-F2){#F2}

To further elucidate the assembly mechanism, we prepared two types of racemic dispersions of CdTe NPs. [dl]{.smallcaps}-cysteine was used as the ligand for NP synthesis ("racemic by synthesis") for the first one. The second type of racemic dispersion was made by mixing premade dispersions of [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs in a volume ratio of 1:1 ("racemic by mixing"). One might expect that their assembly should lead to achiral structures exemplified by straight ribbons in TGA-CdTe assemblies (fig. S1). In both types of racemic dispersion, the assembled structures unexpectedly contained both left- and right-handed helices ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, J to K, and table S1), which canceled out each other's chiroptical activity (fig. S3). There were no straight ribbons. This points to chiral self-sorting of NPs, which apparently recognize and specifically assemble with NPs of the same chirality but not with their mirror images ([@R52]). The absence of intrahelical racemization in any of these NP compositions, for example, starts left-handed and then changes to right-handed, indicates a strong preference toward homochirality even in the presence of a competing enantiomer. Similar chiral self-sorting has also been observed for fibrous protein hydrogels ([@R53]) and supramolecular chiral columns ([@R54]).

Although chiral interactions are generally considered to be weak, the collective behavior of NPs apparently amplifies the effect of seemingly small energetic perturbations to the potential of mean force ([@R34]). To understand whether the energy of these interactions is sufficient for guiding the assembly of polydisperse building blocks such as NPs, we used isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) to elucidate enthalpic and entropic effects for NP interactions for pairwise mixing of their enantiomers (fig. S4). The association between NPs of the same handedness, that is, [d]{.smallcaps}-to-[d]{.smallcaps} and [l]{.smallcaps}-to-[l]{.smallcaps} titrations, was found to have more negative Δ*G* than [d]{.smallcaps}-to-[l]{.smallcaps} titrations, namely [d]{.smallcaps}-to-[d]{.smallcaps}, -57 kJ mol^-1^; [l]{.smallcaps}-to-[l]{.smallcaps}, -46 kJ mol^-1^; [d]{.smallcaps}-to-[l]{.smallcaps}, -29 kJ mol^-1^. Therefore, NPs of the same chirality are attracted to each other more strongly than those with opposing chirality, which results in self-sorting and unusually high e.e. values. Note that these thermodynamic data were obtained for the entire ensemble of NPs from which only a small subset proceeds to fully assemble into helices. For this small subset of NPs, the thermodynamic effects of chirality are likely to be even higher.

The helical shape of the assembled structures appears to be similar to the nanofibers spontaneously formed from peptides ([@R55], [@R56]), protein units in the capsids of tobacco mosaic virus ([@R57]), or chiral macromolecules ([@R58]). These superstructures represent extended self-organized systems, whereas the helices in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} have distinct terminal character, that is, the length and diameter of the helices appear to be restricted. The self-limitation of the growth of helices is likely to be associated with inorganic NPs undergoing oriented attachment ([@R59]), as can be seen in the formation of polycrystalline grains in [Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The twisting of the Te nanowire core is attributed to the mechanical strain generated during the lattice-to-lattice merger of NPs that bends the entire structure. The rising level of elastic energy and the increase of electrostatic repulsion caused by higher surface charge density should lead to the self-termination.

Chiroptical properties
----------------------

The helices exhibited characteristic bisignate circular dichroism (CD) spectra with [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies displaying mirror-image CD bands ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The assemblies retained their rotatory power after 1 month of storage in the dark at 4°C (figs. S5 and S6). Coexisting random aggregates, with no observable chiral arrangements, were found to contribute only marginally to the overall rotatory power (fig. S7).

![Chiroptical spectra of mesoscale semiconductor helices.\
(**A**) CD and absorption (abs.) spectra of [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies in water (inset shows CD spectra of [d]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies in D~2~O). (**B**) *g* factor spectra of [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe assemblies.](1601159-F3){#F3}

CdTe assemblies showed broadband Vis-NIR rotatory activity from 350 to 1800 nm (inset, [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S8). This specific polarization-active wavelength range may offer unique opportunities in biomedical applications (biological optical window, 650 to 1350 nm).

Individual CdTe NPs generally have weak chiroptical activity and low *g* factor values on the order of 10^−5^ (fig. S9). Upon assembling into CdTe helices, the *g* factor for both L- and R-helices reached \~0.01 at λ = 900 nm ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which is more than two orders of magnitude higher than that of the NPs and a significant improvement over previously reported chiral CdTe nanostructures ([@R15], [@R35]). The *g* factor value is comparable to those reported for chiral nanoscale assemblies based on metallic components such as Au/Ag pyramids ([@R8]) and Au helices ([@R10]), as well as helical organic polymers including protein secondary structures ([@R60]) and polyacetylene derivatives ([@R61]).

Geometry- and materials-driven chiroptical response
---------------------------------------------------

To understand the relationship between the helix geometry, constituent material(s), and the helix chiroptical properties, we carried out simulations to examine the influence of each geometrical parameter on chiroptical activity. A finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) Maxwell solver was used to analyze the interaction of circularly polarized photons with model structures using wavelength scale features.

The five geometrical parameters of interest include handedness, pitch, length, diameter, and thickness ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Their effect on CD and *g* factor spectra as quasi-independent variables was investigated. Addition of the Te nanowire core within the CdTe helix has little impact on the chiroptical response (fig. S10); therefore, the nanowire core was omitted. The CdTe R-helix model structure is as follows: pitch, 650 nm; length, 2600 nm; diameter, 312 nm; and thickness, 25 nm. All the simulations were carried out in effective medium parametrized as water.

![Structure-property relationships for helices from different classes of materials obtained by DFTD simulations.\
(**A**) Illustration of the various geometrical parameters in a typical CdTe helix (*d* represents thickness). Simulated CD and *g* factor spectra with geometrical parameters of the variable as follows: (**B**) handedness, (**C**) pitch, (**D**) length, (**E**) diameter, and (**F**) thickness. (**G**) Simulated CD and *g* factor spectra for helices of CdTe, Au, PMMA, SiO~2~, and Si. The simulated structure is a right-handed helix (pitch size, 650 nm; length, 325 nm; diameter, 312 nm; and thickness, 25 nm). arb. units, arbitrary units.](1601159-F4){#F4}

### Handedness

Opposite-handed helices exhibited CD and *g* factor spectra with opposite signs ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This validated our simulation setup, which calculates the absorption and scattering cross sections in response to circularly polarized photons.

### Pitch

Helical pitch length (or the distance for one complete helix turn measured parallel to the helix axis) strongly influences rotatory power. To quantitatively study the effect of pitch on the overall rotatory activity, we constructed five helix models with various pitch lengths ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The *g* factor reached a maximum at a pitch length of 325 nm. This can be understood by examining the models with the shortest and longest pitches. For helices with 62.5 or 1300 nm pitch lengths, the structure increasingly resembles either a solid cylinder or a rectangular slab respectively, both of which should exhibit no rotatory power. Therefore, it is expected that there is an ideal pitch length for optimal *g* factor between these two extremes. The CD spectra shifts moderately to the red as pitch becomes longer.

### Length

The length of the helix does not appear to have a noticeable effect on the wavelengths of extrema in CD spectra ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Longer helices can be essentially regarded as repeating units of shorter helices. However, as the helix becomes longer, the rotatory power intensifies. Both of these observations are intuitively expected from these structures and serve as benchmarks validating the calculations.

### Diameter and thickness

The CD spectra shift to longer wavelengths with increasing diameter ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The thickness of the wings of the helix strongly affects the CD spectra ([Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Maxima and minima of the CD spectra experience strong redshift as the thickness increases: For every 25-nm increase in thickness, there is a corresponding redshift of \~130 nm. In addition, CD intensity and *g* factor values increase with thickness.

### Material

An in-depth understanding of the differences between semiconducting, metallic, and organic helices is critical for the application-driven design of chiroptical materials. We compared the simulated CD and *g* factor spectra ([Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) for helices of the same geometrical parameters but computationally "substituted" with materials of various refractive indices (fig. S11). They included semiconductors (CdTe and Si), metals (Au), ceramics (SiO~2~), and organic materials \[poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)\]. Si helices, a semiconductor material, have a bisignate chiroptical response similar to that of CdTe helices. On the other hand, Au helices show significant differences in CD and *g* factor spectra compared to the semiconductor helices. This is due to strong chiroptical responses from multipole plasmon resonances of Au helices (fig. S12) ([@R62]--[@R65]).

Ceramic (SiO~2~) or polymer (PMMA) helices show weak chiroptical responses due to the small difference in refractive indices (*n* and *k* are the real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index, respectively) compared to the medium (*n*~SiO2~ ≈ *n*~PMMA~ ≈ 1.5; *n*~water~ = 1.33) and the lack of absorption within the materials (*k*~SiO2~ = *k*~PMMA~ = 0). Nonracemic SiO~2~ helices were reported to yield no observable chiroptical response within instrumental sensitivity ([@R66]), which strengthens the conclusion that the chiroptical response for SiO~2~ helices is weak and verifies the calculations in [Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

The relative contribution of the absorption and scattering to chiroptical properties is essential for understanding the chiroptical effects observed here and for other chiral inorganic nanostructures. First, by comparing semiconductor and plasmonic helices of identical geometries, one can see that the absorption/scattering ratio under CPL is significantly different (fig. S13). For CdTe helices, this ratio is 1:1.6 and 1:0.9 for left-handed CPL (LCP) and right-handed CPL (RCP), respectively. When it comes to Au helices, the scattering is much stronger than absorption, with absorption/scattering ratios of 1:5.4 and 1:7.6 under LCP and RCP irradiation, respectively. In the case of ceramic and polymeric helices, scattering is a singular contributor to the chiroptical response, unless the ceramic or polymeric helices are doped with light-adsorbing species. For semiconducting helices, the large contribution of absorption to chiroptical response represents an additional modality in controlling light-matter interaction suitable for fast polarization modulation in optical devices.

Comparison of experimental results and simulations
--------------------------------------------------

The geometry (length, diameter, and pitch) of model helices in simulations is based on statistical analysis of SEM images of experimental helices (table S2, figs. S14 and S15). The CD spectra calculated with these geometrical parameters demonstrated a nearly perfect match with experimental CD spectra, reproducing the overall shape, spectral positions, and the peak-to-valley intensity ratio ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A and B). The broader peaks in the experimental spectra are likely due to some polydispersity of the helices in dispersions ([@R14]).

![Experiment-simulation comparison.\
(**A**) Experimental and (**B**) simulated CD spectra of L- and R-helices. (**C**) Experimental and (**D**) simulated CD spectra of R-helices with a thickness of 37 and 72 nm, respectively.](1601159-F5){#F5}

Experimentally, we observed that for NPs aged for different periods of time, the CD spectra of the resulting self-assembled helices experience a bathochromic shift ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, C and D). Simulated CD spectra using averaged geometry data yielded similar redshifts. Taking into account that the two geometries differed mainly in thickness (figs. S15 and S16), it can be concluded that the thickness is the main contributor to this experimental redshift, in agreement with predictions in [Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Thickness-dependent chiroptical redshifts have also been reported for Ag deposited on SiO~2~ helices ([@R66]), which matched those calculated in [Fig. 4G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. These findings and comparisons with literature data further validated the simulation-derived structure-property relationships.

Light-matter interaction
------------------------

Electric field profiles at select wavelengths can provide additional insight into light-matter interaction ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The strongest electric field enhancement occurred at 691 nm, close to the helical pitch size (650 nm), demonstrating that light-matter interaction is most intense when dimensions of the helices draw close to those of the CPL wavelength. It is informative to compare the electric field profiles generated by a metallic (Au) or ceramic (SiO~2~) helix with those generated by CdTe. When an Au helix is subject to CPL irradiation, strong absorption at all wavelengths is observed; when irradiated with 927-nm RCP, the electric field enhancement at the Au helix and water boundary is *ca.* 10 times larger than that for the CdTe helix, most likely due to plasmon resonance (fig. S12). In contrast, ceramic (SiO~2~) helices show low electric field enhancement at the helix-water boundary. The comparison of electric field profiles among different helix materials validates the understanding that semiconductor chiral nanomaterials display unique chiroptical features in response to circular polarization compared to their metallic or ceramic counterparts.

![Electric field profiles.\
Electric field profiles at the *z* = 0 plane for (**A** to **D**) CdTe, (**E** to **H**) Au, and (**I** to **L**) SiO~2~. Four wavelengths (400, 536, 691, and 927 nm) were chosen to represent the entire spectral range. RCP light was injected from bottom to top and parallel to the axis of the helix. Inset in (H) shows the magnified view of the top of the helix. Note the difference in color scales for the different materials and wavelengths.](1601159-F6){#F6}

Electric field profiles are compiled into time-domain animations of electric field isosurfaces (EFIs), three-dimensional (3D) surface representation of equal electric fields. EFIs curl as the electromagnetic pulse travels along the nanostructure, in addition to gradually losing power as light is absorbed and scattered (movies S3 and S4). The curl direction is dependent on the extrinsic chirality of the helix, demonstrating strong modulation due to the difference of electromagnetic properties between the helix and water. The residual electric field after passing through the helix is different for LCP and RCP: RCP irradiation of R-helices showed weaker residual electric field than LCP (fig. S17). As expected, achiral structures were subject to identical irradiation conditions (movies S5 and S6), and the resulting EFIs appeared to be discrete without curling (fig. S18). The movies permit visualization of electric field dynamics in response to variations in chirality of inorganic nano and mesoscale structures.

DISCUSSION
==========

Simplified nanorod model: Dipoles versus multipoles
---------------------------------------------------

A helix can be treated as a series of nanorods placed infinitely close and at an angle to each other ([Fig. 7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). To understand the CD spectra of a CdTe R-helix, we constructed a series of right-handed CdTe nanorod dimer (2NR), trimer (3NR), and tetramer (4NR) models. If these simplified models could reasonably reproduce the chiroptical spectra of the parent helices, they can then be used to gain physical insight into helix chiroptical properties.

![Simulated nanorod deconstruction of a helix.\
(**A**) Schematic of CPL irradiating a series of NR dimers (2NR), trimers (3NR), and tetramers (4NR). (**B**) Differential scattering (diff. sca.), differential absorption (diff. abs.) (inset shows a magnified view for dimer), and CD spectra for 2NR, 3NR, and 4NR. (**C**) Schematic of CPL irradiating onto a helix and (**D**) differential scattering, differential absorption, and CD spectra for the helix. Nanorod models are 312, 40, and 4 nm in length, diameter, and internanorod spacing, respectively, with a 10° dihedral angle.](1601159-F7){#F7}

As the number of nanorods increases from two to four, the bisignate CD spectra of the nanorod models are redshifted and increasingly resemble the CD spectrum of the helix ([Fig. 7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This confirms that the deconstruction of a helix into stacked nanorods is valid.

Let us examine the simplest nanorod model, the dimer. CdTe dimer exhibits a bisignate CD spectrum that is similar to that reported for Au nanorod dimers described by the dipole coupling theory ([@R67], [@R68]). It may appear that CdTe and metallic nanorod dimers share similar chiroptical responses; however, further simulations substituting CdTe with metallic nanorods while retaining the original dimensions of the dimers proved these assumptions premature: Both Au and Ag dimers show complex multipole plasmon resonances (fig. S19A). Note that the size and aspect ratio of nanorods (length, 312 nm; width, 40 nm; and aspect ratio ≈ 8:1) used in these simulations were larger than those previously used in many other studies. At this specific size and aspect ratio regime, multipole plasmon resonances gain provenance ([@R62]--[@R65]); therefore, the dipolar model that predicts a simple bisignate CD spectrum becomes inaccurate.

Contrary to the multipole plasmon resonances observed for metallic dimers, semiconductor dimers of various materials (CdTe, Si, or GaAs) all produced a bisignate CD spectral shape (fig. S19B). This arises from the inability of semiconductors to generate multipole resonances even at large sizes and aspect ratios, because semiconductors generally have lower free-electron density compared to metals ([@R69]).

Outlook
-------

A detailed understanding of how semiconductor helical nanostructures interact with light and the design parameters for engineering their optical response emerged from this study. Chiral semiconductor mesoscale helices demonstrated unique chiroptical properties compared to metallic, ceramic, or polymeric ones. Rotatory optical activity of semiconductor helices has large contribution from light absorption, which makes them, to some degree, similar to the chiral organic molecules, albeit with much greater rotatory power. The chiroptical properties of helices can be modulated by various geometrical parameters such as pitch length, diameter, and thickness. Among these parameters, thickness is the most significant parameter in spectral wavelength modulation, followed by diameter and pitch. These parameters can be tuned by controlling interparticle interactions to design high-performance chiroptical materials, combining high *g* factor and field modulation. The possibility of such control can be inferred from this and previous work ([@R15]--[@R35]), laying the groundwork for future development.

Chiral self-sorting represents an important characteristic for this self-assembly system, ensuring the efficient transfer of chirality from small molecules to the mesoscale, owing to thermodynamically preferred assembly of NPs with the same handedness. Because inorganic NPs were likely present in the environment of primordial Earth ([@R70]), the finding that simple chiral ligands control the assembly of semiconductor NPs into homochiral helices could play a role in explaining the origin of homochirality on Earth.

This study will facilitate the development of chiral semiconductor nanostructures with tunable, geometry-dependent chiroptical activity and broadband Vis-NIR characteristics. The combination of the relatively large *g* factor and field-variable absorption characteristics of the semiconductors creates the grounds for further development of polarization-based biomedical diagnostics ([@R45]), hyperspectral sensors ([@R47]), telecommunication ([@R71]), and short-wave infrared imaging ([@R72]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Synthesis of Cys-CdTe NPs
-------------------------

The synthetic procedure was adapted from a previous report by Gaponik *et al.* ([@R73]). Briefly, Cd(ClO~4~)~2~·6H~2~O (0.985 g) and [d]{.smallcaps}- or [l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (0.990 g) were dissolved in 125 ml of deionized water, followed by adjusting the pH to 11.2 with 1 M NaOH. This solution was placed in a three-neck, round-bottom flask and purged with N~2~ for 30 min. H~2~Te gas (generated by reacting 0.05 to 0.10 g of Al~2~Te~3~ with 10 ml of 0.5 M H~2~SO~4~) was slowly passed through the solution. The solution was then allowed to reflux under N~2~ at 100°C for 60 min to obtain the Cys-CdTe NPs used in this work. For storage, the NP solution was thoroughly purged with N~2~ for at least 30 min and then kept in the dark at 4°C.

For both [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs, TEM analysis showed similar size distribution and electron diffraction where the observed d-spacing exists in both zinc blende (cubic) and wurtzite (hexagonal) structures, with the zinc blende structure being predominant (fig. S20). The size of the NPs was \~3.2 nm. The size was further confirmed by empirical fitting functions ([@R74]) with the wavelength of the first excitonic absorption peak (\~550 nm).

Preparation of helical assemblies
---------------------------------

An aging process of the original aqueous NP solution was found to be critical for the preparation of helical assemblies. Assembly into helices only occurred when the original NP dispersion was allowed to age under dark conditions at 4°C for 1 day or more. Residual oxygen is likely to react with NPs. Black precipitates could be observed at the bottom of the container as aging proceeded. The aging process, accompanied by a decrease in NP size, could be followed spectrally by a blueshift of the first excitonic absorption peak (fig. S21). The rotatory power of the NPs appeared relatively stable over the same period (fig. S22).

When the NPs were sufficiently aged to be assembled, a solvent exchange step was performed to transfer the NPs from water to methanol. The NP aqueous dispersion and methanol were mixed at a volume ratio of 1:1.5 to precipitate the NPs. This solution was then placed in a centrifuge at 1500 rpm for 3 min, the supernatant was discarded, and the precipitate was redispersed in methanol. At this point, the excess Cys ligand was removed, and the NPs were considered to be "activated" for assembly. The assembly process was usually allowed to proceed overnight, unless explicitly noted otherwise.

For CD measurements, the as-assembled helices in methanol were transferred to water, where they were dispersed with ease. The methanol dispersion was placed in a centrifuge at 1500 rpm for 3 min. We discarded the supernatant, and redispersed the precipitate in water. This aqueous dispersion was then subjected to another centrifugation step (2000 rpm for 3 min), with the supernatant being used for the CD studies (this additional centrifuge step was skipped for formation mechanism studies presented in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A to K). The procedure for the preparation of helical assemblies is illustrated in schematic S1. D~2~O was used as the solvent instead of water for the NIR CD measurement shown in the inset of [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} because D~2~O absorbs less in the infrared region than water and, therefore, is ideal for CD data collection with a wider usable wavelength range.

CD instrumentation
------------------

JASCO J-815 \[two photomultiplier (PMT) detectors with 200 to 900 and 700 to 1100 nm ranges\] and J-1700 (one PMT detector with a 200-800 nm range and two InGaAs NIR detectors with 800 to 1600 and 1600 to 2500 nm ranges) CD spectrophotometers were used for the CD studies. Typical scanning parameters were as follows: scanning speed, 100 nm/min; data pitch, 0.1 nm; bandwidth, 1 nm (NIR bandwidth, 20 nm), digital integration time, 4 s; and one accumulation. The anisotropy (*g*) factor was calculated according to the following equation: $\mathit{g} = \frac{\text{CD}}{\text{32,980} \times \text{abs.}} = 0.0000303214 \times \frac{\text{CD}}{\text{abs.}}$. CD spectra were stopped at wavelengths where the high tension voltage on the PMT detector exceeded the maximum (800 V) allowed for reliable CD data collection.

Imaging
-------

FEI Nova 200 Nanolab Dualbeam SEM was used for SEM imaging and EDX elemental analysis. JEOL 3011 was used for TEM imaging and SAED analysis. JEOL 2100F was used for STEM imaging and EDX elemental analysis. A tomogram reconstruction software (eTomo) and a visualization software (Amira) were used to generate 3D tomography.

ITC studies
-----------

A TA Instruments Nano ITC Low Volume isothermal titration calorimeter was used. The excess ligand in the original NP aqueous solution was removed by centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 3 min and the NPs were then redispersed in water. Both [d]{.smallcaps}- and [l]{.smallcaps}-Cys CdTe NPs had the same size (3.2 nm), concentration (0.02 mM), and pH value (9.9). The NP solution in the sample cell and the syringe had the same concentration (0.02 mM). The syringe volume was 50 μl, with 2.5 μl per injection (20 injections in total) and an injection interval of 150 s. An initial baseline was collected for 100 s before the first injection. The temperature was set to 22°C. The stirring rate was 350 rpm. NanoAnalyze software was used to analyze the raw heat rate graphs and to model with a constant blank model and an independent model.

Simulations
-----------

The CD and *g* factor spectra were calculated using a commercial FDTD software package (Lumerical Solutions Inc.; [www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/fdtd/](http://www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/fdtd/)). We used total-field scattered-field (TFSF) sources that surrounded the structure being modeled. CPL was generated by positioning two TFSF sources along the same forward axis at a 90° angle and with a phase difference of either −90° (LCP) or 90° (RCP). Two analysis groups using box power monitors monitored the absorption and scattering cross sections (extinction is the sum of absorption and scattering). The FDTD simulation region was defined by a larger box monitor with a stretched-coordinate perfectly matched layer and nonuniform mesh type. Frequency profile monitors were inserted in the total field region to calculate electric field enhancement in 2D. The accuracy of the simulation model was verified and validated with a chiral gold nanorod dimer structure reported in the study of Ma *et al.* ([@R5]), where the simulated CD spectrum (fig. S23) produced an excellent match with the experimental one with positive-negative bisignate wave shape at similar wavelength region. The refractive index for water was 1.33. The refractive index of Te was adapted from the study of Verbeiren *et al.* ([@R75]). The refractive index for CdTe was derived from the Sopra Material Database (<http://sspectra.com/sopra.html>). Another CdTe refractive index data set derived from individual CdTe NPs (with first excitonic absorption peak at 550 nm) was used to simulate light-matter interaction of a helix (see refractive index data sets in fig. S11). These failed to yield the characteristic bisignate shape of the CD spectra observed experimentally (fig. S24). This discrepancy is attributed to the effect of exciton confinement, which is much more pronounced for NPs.

Helices adopt random orientations during CD measurement; therefore, simulations took this into account (except when explicitly stated otherwise). Simulations of randomized orientation were achieved as follows: The helix was allowed to rotate along the *y* axis every 30° from 0° to 150° and along the *z* axis every 30° from 0° to 330°, and the final CD and *g* factor spectra were averaged over a total of 72 orientations (multiplication of 6 rotations along the *y* axis and 12 rotations along the *z* axis). Convergence tests with different mesh sizes were performed to determine the best balance between computational time restraints and simulation accuracy. Simulations on one orientation of the CdTe helices (CPL on axis with helix) with 25- or 10-nm mesh size produced similar CD spectra; therefore, we used 25-nm mesh size for CdTe helix simulations. There is an exception to this mesh size in constructing electric field profiles, where a finer mesh size of 5 nm was adopted to enhance the profile resolution.

In the computations designed to elucidate the effect of refractive indices, the simulated structure was a right-handed helix (pitch size, 650 nm; length, 325 nm; diameter, 312 nm; and thickness, 25 nm). The relatively small model size was intended to reduce the computational time. Note that small mesh sizes and longer simulation times were required to provide accurate results for Au. Convergence tests with three different mesh sizes of 5, 2.5, or 1.25 nm yielded very similar CD spectra, indicating that a mesh size of 5 nm was sufficient for accurate simulations.

The mesh size for nanorod models (2NR, 3NR, and 4NR) was 0.5 nm, although a larger mesh size, such as 1 nm, did not yield significantly different spectra. 3D animations of EFIs were produced in ParaView, using electric field vector values derived from Lumerical simulations.
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